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STEAM AND THINGS 16MM SCALE VR NBC ETCHED BRASS KIT CONSTRUCTION  
 
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 
 
Some additional tools are recommended: 

Due to the thickness of the brass and the long lengths 
an 18” bending brake is essential: Micro Mark 
Bending brake Part # 82817 
 

 
The thick brass also requires a powerful soldering 
iron. Consider a resistance soldering unit with a 
tweezers type handpiece. The American Beauty 
250W, 220V Complete Resistance Soldering Outfit 
with Tweezer Handpiece is suitable. Micro Mark part 
# 80462B. (A US to Australian plug adaptor will be 
required (Dick Smith)) 
  
Using a solder paste was invaluable as one hand is not 
tied up holding solder and it seems to melt much 
more quickly. Micro Part# 60664. Also available from 
JCar and Altronics. 

 
A right angle clamp is useful for joining sides and 
ends. Micro Mark Part #85168 

 
 

These Instructions are based on the NBC kit but are applicable to both NC and NBB kits.  
 
Chassis Construction 
If using the Cambrian Models Fox bogies you might want to install bearers under the floor to support the bogie 
bolster (Picture 1). I used K&S 9mm x 4mm rectangular Brass tube #8268 cut to length and soldered on the 
short side to the underside of the floor. This also provided some support to the chassis sides when installing 
these. I built the chassis onto the floor first, contrary to the instructions, as this provided some options (that I 
did not use) for disassembly of models later.  
 

 
 Picture 1: Cambrian models Fox bogie supports 
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I also built in some supports for the couplers ( I used Accucraft AP-11738 1:32 knuckle couplers which scale out 
to be about right for the ¾ sized couplers used on the VR narrow gauge rolling stock). I used K&S square 3mm 
x 3mm tube (part #8151) for this. It also provides support for the end frames of the chassis. I then sweated on 
the chassis overlays to side and ends. This is where the solder paste would have saved tinning the entire 
underside of the overlays. After doing this I cut out the openings for the couplers. (Picture 2) 
 

 
Picture 2: Supports for Accucraft AP11-738 couplers 
 
I then test fitted the bogie bolsters for the Cambrian models fox bogies and marked and drilled out screw holes 
for this and the Accucraft couplers (the coupler box needs to extend about 2mm outside of the chassis end to 
clear the body overhang). A small amount of 1mm thick styrene was used to pack the bolster to achieve the 
correct bogie and coupler height prior to test fitting (Picture 3). 
 

 
Picture 3: Cambrian Models bogie bolster and Accucraft Coupler 
 
Body Construction 
Before starting I soldered some 5mm channel along the top of the sides to strengthen each side etch as even 
with the additional “do not remove” section, my etch was threatening to break along a plank groove. This 
channel was positioned to accommodate the top of the door reveal inside and still leave room for the doors to 
slide past if needs be (Picture 4).  
 

 
Picture 4: Strengthening sides 
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Ultimately they wound up a little too tight to easily slide so I tacked the doors shut in the final model for the 
time being. 
 
I followed the steam and things instructions but added some channel (K&S #815005) to the ends and sides so 
that there was 1mm clearance to the sides from the end channels and 1mm clearance from the bottom edge 
of the sides to enable fitting of the floor and chassis construction so the body would not fall down over the 
chassis (Picture 5: I got the end one wrong!)). The Micro Mark right angle clamp is useful here to ensure a 
perfect right angle fit between sides and ends. Note that the K&S angle could have been used to screw the 
body to the chassis to facilitate removal and interior detailing rather than making the roof removable and may 
have made the interior detail installation a little easier with access from top and bottom (food for thought..!) 
  

 
Picture 5: Internal angles to support body on floor 
 
Roof Construction 
I did not want this to be a pig of a job! However if I was doing this again I might consider fixing the roof to the 
body and having the body removable from the chassis as mentioned earlier. However I wanted to try and 
follow the general gist of the Steam and Things instructions. 
 
The roof sections are difficult to roll due to the thickness of the brass and the narrow width. I used my rollers 
which only achieved the curve on the main roof. The side roofs were too narrow to be rolled using rollers. 
 
However I discovered that the curvature could be achieved using the bending brake. I bent up the side lip 
(contrary to instructions) using the bending brake and then clamped the opposite side in the bending brake. I 
did not use the brake but gently lifted the brass against the clamped side and it rolled a nice curve into the side 
roof. Don’t overdo it though; just be gentle and use the natural resistance of the brass and then let it drop 
back. I think that this method could also be used to achieve the curvature in the main roof, by alternating the 
clamped side.   
 
For the 16mm models only the roof shaped jigs are provided and there was mention in the text of using these 
to strengthen the roof and so I started off following this theme and figured I would use the roof as its own jig! 
 
First I cut the roof jigs (part #49) to replicate the car ends such that they did not obscure the windows in the 
end doors (Picture 6). 
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Picture 6: Cut up roof jigs 
 
I had intended to use all three but only two are required: one for each end. Next cut a piece of 42mm x 19mm 
pine square ended (readily available from the hardware store) such that it is about 2mm short of each end of 
the car (4mm total). Determine which holes you are using for the roof lanterns and drill these out. Next drill 
two holes through each roof jig to permit them to be fastened to the ends of the 40mm x 19mm pine making 
sure that that they are carefully centred and the pine does not protrude above the top of the jig ends. Next 
carefully fasten (barely tight so as not to flatten the roof curvature) the centre roof to the pine so now you 
have a lump of pine with the ends and roof attached in the final configuration before soldering. I used small G 
clamps to get everything square and even, before final drilling and fastening (Picture 7). Test fit that this fits in 
between the ends and all is square  
 

 
Picture 7: Pine block with jig end fastened and roof clamped for fastening 
 
Note that I had to cut grooves in the pine to accommodate the internal partition wall and toilet wall (visible in 
picture 9). Now solder the jig ends to the roof and recheck that it fits in between the ends and all is square and 
evenly aligned with the same overhang over each end as shown in Picture 8. 
 

 
Picture 8: Roof jig and temporary timber support in place 
 
Reward yourself now with a couple ice creams as you need two pop sticks as spacers for the clerestory roofs. 
 
Reinstall the roof and jig end with the pine attached into the car between the ends and position the clerestory 
sides so that they just overlap the ends and mark this so that you know where they are positioned relevant to 
the jig ends. Remove the roof jig and roof and turn upside down. Run a bead of solder paste sparingly along 
the underside of the roof and the sides of the jig ends where the clerestory sides will go. Tack the clerestory 
sides to the jig ends and recheck that all fits properly by refitting into the car. When satisfied that all is even 
and correct remove the roof and jigs and use the two pop sticks between the pine block and the clerestory 
sides to keep them at the correct spacing along the length of the roof (Picture 9) and tack solder the sides to 
the underside of the roof. Recheck that all fits properly and then solder the rest in place.  
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Picture 9:  Pop stick spacers. Note cut in pine block for partitions 
 
Once done you can now remove the screws from the end jigs and the roof and you should have a perfectly 
fitting and removable clerestory (Picture 10). 
 

 
Picture 10: Tack soldering clerestory sides to roof and jig ends 
 
Now refit the clerestory sides and roof and test fit the side roofs, again marking them and the clerestory sides 
so that you know where they go in relation to the ends and the end jigs (Picture 11). These can now be 
soldered in place. I found the piece of pine useful support here under the outside (turned up edge) when 
soldering in place. 
 

 
Picture 11:  Test fit side roofs 
 
Now proceed with the rest of the detailing as per the S&T instructions (Picture 12). 
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Picture 12: Ready to paint (handrails to be done after painting) 
 


